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Dave Brubeck, byname of David Warren Brubeck, (born December 6, 1920, 
Concord, California, U.S.—died December 5, 2012, Norwalk, Connecticut), popular 
American jazz pianist who brought elements of classical music into jazz and whose 
style epitomized that of the “West Coast movement.”
 Brubeck was taught piano by his mother from the age of four—and for a period of 
time he deceived her by memorizing songs rather than learning to read music. He 
worked as a pianist with local jazz groups from 1933 and studied music at the 
College of the Pacific (1938–42) in Stockton, California, where he formed and led 
a 12-piece orchestra. During World War II, Brubeck conducted a service band in 
the army of Gen. George S. Patton. After the war, he studied composition at Mills 
College in Oakland, California, under the French composer Darius Milhaud. During 
this period, Brubeck also studied with Arnold Schoenberg, the inventor of the 
12-tone system of composition. He formed the Dave Brubeck Octet in 1946, 
employing fellow classmates as band members. The group made several record-
ings (released in 1951) that reflected Brubeck’s studies in polyrhythms and 
polytonality (respectively, two time signatures or two keys played simultaneously). 
The octet recordings sound ahead of their time even by contemporary standards, 
and the highly experimental group disbanded after their radicalism failed to find an 
audience. Brubeck next led a trio that proved popular in the San Francisco area, 
but he was forced to disband it in 1951 after he was incapacitated for many 
months by a back injury.
 In late 1951 Brubeck reformed the trio, which soon became a quartet with the 
addition of alto saxophonist Paul Desmond. Within several months they attained a 
measure of national fame, largely by word of mouth among West Coast critics who 
championed the group’s innovations. Also during this time, Brubeck became one of 
the first jazz musicians to regularly tour and conduct seminars at college campus-
es; several albums recorded at college concerts—such as Jazz at Oberlin (1953), 
Jazz at the College of the Pacific (1953), Jazz Goes to College (1954), and Jazz 
Goes to Junior College (1957)—are among Brubeck’s most highly regarded. For 
much of the decade, Brubeck and Desmond remained the only constants in the 
group; permanent members Joe Morello (drums) and Eugene Wright (bass) joined 
in 1956 and ’58, respectively.
 Brubeck’s fame was such during this period that he was featured on the cover of 

Time magazine in 1954—although he began to encounter critical backlash about 
the same time. Brubeck was a major figure in the West Coast jazz movement, 
which grew somewhat independently of New York-based bebop. Critics grew to 
prefer the East Coast’s adherence to the jazz traditions of swing and emotional-
ism more than the cooler, more intellectual approach of the West Coasters, which 
many found to be gratuitously academic. There was never any dispute, however, 
as to the superb musicianship of the Brubeck group. Some chastised Brubeck for 
ham-handed piano solos that relied on “fat” block chords, but much praise was 
afforded Desmond’s “cool” tone (he stated he wanted his saxophone to sound 
“like a dry martini”) and Morello’s facility and inventiveness. Brubeck himself 
received the most acclaim for his work as a composer; his best-known tunes 
include “The Duke,” “In Your Own Sweet Way,” and “Blue Rondo a la Turk.” The 
group flirted with what for jazz of that period were abstruse metres , and 
Brubeck’s compositions showed the influence of his classical training through his 
employment of atonality, fugue, and counterpoint. The quartet achieved their 
greatest commercial success in 1960 with the Desmond composition “Take Five,” 
a widely acknowledged jazz classic and the best-selling jazz single of all time. A 
perennial crowd-pleaser, “Take Five” became de rigueur in the group’s concert 
performances, during which band members would leave the stage one at a time 
after their respective solos until only drummer Morello was left.
  The Dave Brubeck Quartet disbanded in 1967, although they were to have 
several reunions before Paul Desmond’s death in 1977. Afterward Brubeck led a 
variety of small groups, including the quartet he formed with his sons Darius 
(keyboards), Chris (bass and trombone), and Danny (drums). Their sound can 
best be heard on the album Two Generations of Brubeck (1973). By the 1980s 
Brubeck was a respected jazz icon. Although his peak period of commercial 
popularity had long passed, his work of the 1980s and ’90s has been among his 
most praised, with albums such as Paper Moon (1981), Blue Rondo (1986), 
Moscow Nights (1987), Nightshift (1993), In Their Own Sweet Way (1994), and 
To Hope! A Celebration (1996) earning critical acclaim. His A Dave Brubeck 
Christmas (1996) was also heralded as the best-ever jazz album of Christmas 
music. Brubeck also recorded a few albums of solo piano music, revealing the 
depth of his harmonic insight on such recordings as One Alone (2000), a set of 
standards that demonstrates Brubeck’s adaptability in a variety of styles from 
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stride to modern. Brubeck was named a Kennedy Center honoree in 2009 for his 
contributions to American jazz.

Jimmy Rushing was known as "Mister Five-By-Five" -- an affectionate reference 
to his height and girth -- a blues shouter who defined and then transcended the 
form. The owner of a booming voice that radiated sheer joy in whatever material 
he sang, Jimmy Rushing could swing with anyone and dominate even the loudest 
of big bands. Rushing achieved his greatest fame in front of the Count Basie 
band from 1935 to 1950, yet unlike many band singers closely associated with 
one organization, he was able to carry on afterwards with a series of solo 
recordings that further enhanced his reputation as a first-class jazz singer.
 Raised in a musical family, learning violin, piano and music theory in his youth, 
Rushing began performing in nightspots after a move to California in the 
mid-'20s. He joined Walter Page's Blue Devils in 1927, then toured with Bennie 
Moten from 1929 until the leader's death in 1935, going over to Basie when the 
latter picked up the pieces of the Moten band. The unquenchably swinging Basie 
rhythm section was a perfect match for Rushing, making their earliest showing 
together on a 1936 recording of "Boogie Woogie" that stamped not only Rushing's 
presence onto the national scene but also that of Lester Young. Rushing's 
recordings with Basie are scattered liberally throughout several reissues on 
Decca, Columbia and RCA. While with Basie, he also appeared in several film 
shorts and features.
 Jazz PartyAfter the Basie ensemble broke up in 1950, a victim of hard times for 
big bands, Rushing briefly retired, then formed his own septet. He started a 
series of solo albums for Vanguard in the mid-'50s, then turned in several 
distinguished recordings for Columbia in league with such luminaries as Dave 
Brubeck, Coleman Hawkins and Benny Goodman, the latter of whom he 
appeared with at the Brussels World's Fair in 1958 as immortalized in "Brussels 
Blues." He also recorded with Basie alumni such as Buck Clayton and Jo Jones, 
as well as with the Duke Ellington band on Jazz Party. He appeared on TV in 
The Sound of Jazz in 1957, was featured in Jon Hendricks' The Evolution of the 
Blues, and also had a singing and acting role in the 1969 film The Learning Tree.
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1 There'll Be Some Changes Made 2:06
2 My Melancholy Baby 3:59
3 Blues In The Dark 4:39
4 I Never Knew (I Could Love Anyone Like I'm Loving You) 2:29
5 Ain't Misbehavin' 3:23
6 Evenin' 4:12
7 All By Myself 2:31
8 River, Stay 'Way From My Door 4:24
9 You Can Depend On Me 3:31
10 Am I Blue? 2:52
Total Time: 37:26

Piano – Dave Brubeck      Vocals – Jimmy Rushing
Alto Saxophone – Paul Desmond     Bass – Eugene Wright      Drums – Joe Morello

Recording Info: Producer - Teo Macero    Released by Columbia Records 1960
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